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presence is what I'm looking for... Could you please help me out here? I'm looking for a smooth, vintage sounding drummer, almost like Chris Robinson. Nope. Those aren't what I want. They've got the thud but I want more of a cartoon type rythym drumming. It almost sounds like Cowbell. Have you thought about Gold Bear? I've used their B3 compressor and I actually like the soft,
vintage warm sound it has. I'm trying to find a drummer myself and would appreciate it if you could help me out. I'm wondering if it could be a hybrid of a Defuzzed C112 or an A5255 compressor with the B3. So far I'm leaning towards using the A5255 with a small amount of compression on the input to soften the attack. I'm not able to get my hands on an A5255 or a C112. Im
looking for a drummer and what I was looking for was a smooth thin sounding kick like a wendy parr kick... and a warm snare that blends like that of a scandle..it would have a heavy on of a kick at the beginning and then mids and last a snare roll kind of thing.. I do not wanna put a eq on here and neither does it have to be that..and I do not even need compression. yeah i really like the
ap11. We put one in my brother's house when he buys all his gear. we got the ap11-m for about 150.00. the fx are the h5 and the d6. we just use a little d6 in a mix later in the chain. When we run our own shows we use em all all the time. It's a good sounding pedal, but it does take a little getting used to. I think the ap1 compressor is similar to it, but i dont think the ap11 does it. If you
can find them for sale, the m1 is a very similar pedal. Really good pecans. yeah i really
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